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About This Game

"Audioshield is the most purely joyful time I’ve had with a facebox on" (Alec Meer, Rock Paper Shotgun)

"Audioshield: Feels like music-melee Missile Command-and we love it" (Ars Technica)

"AudioShield -- a rhythm game -- is HTC Vive's killer app" (Jeff Grubb, VentureBeat)

Experience your entire music collection in VR. Audioshield puts you at the point of impact for every hit in your music. Beats
glide in slowly for mellow parts of songs, then ramp up for intense parts of songs with cross-body, double-shield, and high-

altitude hits.

Audioshield uses an advanced version of Audiosurf 2's music analysis system to sync with any song from your collection.

Every song has its own online leaderboard. Audioshield also supports local leaderboards to easily compete with friends during
look-at-my-awesome-new-VR-system parties.

"Let's punch the hell out of music in virtual reality with Audioshield" (Polygon)

"Audioshield found some neuroreceptor in the deepest cavern of my brain—one that can only be stimulated by an incredible
combination of sight, sound, and motion—and flooded it with a sensation that has left me reeling for days." (Ars Technica)

"Fighting Music in VR. This is the coolest sh** ever." (Jericho)
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"VR Missile Command inside a neon rave, set to your own music." (PC Gamer)

"The physicality of standing in place to fend off incoming orbs feels powerful" (IGN)

"...your music library comes to life as a fully immersive gaming experience" (UploadVR)
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Orbital Strike: Arena is a very solid fps experience. The servers felt like they had very low ping and the few weapons that are
available right now are enjoyable to use.

If you like battledome this game is similar in that it is a multiplayer fps, HOWEVER at the moment it doesn't have the games
that battledome does such as TDM, King of the Hill, ect. instead it has a game mode that I can only express as a fusion between
a FPS and a MOBA such as League of Legends or DOTA.

Each team has four primary turrets right on the inside of their wall and two stations that produce reinforcment drones. Once a
team gets past those there is another bubble that contains two more turrets and the primary objective. You will need to work
with your team to fight through the drones and take out these objectives in order to push into the enemies base.

Very solid and fun experience and with it being a multiplayer FPS the replay value is amazing. I know that I will be spending a
lot of time in this game between new releases.

(Linked below is a gameplay commentary that I did for Orbital Strike: Arena so if you are interested in seeing what the
gameplay is like then check it out and let me know what you think!)

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=723390301. Hey guys look, it's a noir period game and LA Noire
was sweet. I got this game in a groupees bundle about a week after it launched on steam . The voice acting in this game is as bad
as that fruit loaf your mother has sitting in her freezer with a note that states "Christmas 2003, Love Aunt Judy." This is a point
and click adventure with basically the most generic story ever. It even has a private eye. More like a brown eye.. Pretty ok,
Carriers are pretty OP so Kriegsmarine and Regia Marina are a bit underpowered.
Overall the experience and campaigns are a chain of progressively fighting more and more to the point you can contest the
keyports needed to end the war.

Lack of updates after the devs moved on to the next game.. Nice setting and full of lore but far too hard at the start and once
you invariably start with an early loss (since they have cumulative negative impact) things become worse like a rolling stone that
is going to hit bottom sooner rather than later. This means that your early missions are miserable attempts at ring-around-the-
roses hit and hide tactics that rely heavily on whether or not you can stop at cognition points. Whilst this may be tactically
interesting in the short term it certainly isn't fun. Also, all events leading up to the main confrontation in final rooms are more
likely to give negative than positive impacts no matter which of the three options you choose meaning that extensive exploration
rather than just rushing to your goal is pointless in most cases and will lead to much rolling back to previous autosaves in order
to leave you with any chance of completing the mission.. Loved it, honestly I think the creator is not charging enough for this
game. I have just got the 6th ending (with the skip feature a play through only takes like 10 minutes since you don't have to
solve the Logic Trains again.) Every play through offered something different, whether it was the protagonist being a sociopath
one time and a timid loser the next, a few lines of dialog, or an entirely different outcome I never had the same experience
twice.

The puzzles are interesting and require you to pay attention to the story, which I think is a great addition to a murder mystery. I
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particularly liked picking fallacy's out of your opponents argument.

The soundtrack wasn't a \u201cSkyrim\u201d or \u201cChild of Light\u201d or anything, but I'd buy it if it was a DLC, it was
good background noise for figuring out the puzzles on the first play through.

I will defiantly recommend this to someone who likes a well thought murder mystery and a protagonist who can change every
route.

PS: I still haven't gotten the 2 additional true endings but I have a feeling they will satisfy.. I found this campaign to be long,
interesting and fun.

I read complaints about not been given full briefings, but the point is to search find things for yourself. War not about just what
your told. Secondly someone said that once complete you can't continue the grand campaign nikividd wrote a patch to allow
core to continue onto 43 east, also wrote in uber rudel stuka upgrade in oxford to:

http:\/\/www.slitherine.com\/forum\/viewtopic.php?f=121&t=68018

I would recommend this add on as it really was nice change.. if you cant install this, what i did was go to my library and right
clicked trove and opened the properties, then i clicked local files, verify integrity of game cache... which seemed to work and
install it. I can't get enough of the realistic and precise way this game makes you slice. So well done.
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Best 30 minutes of my life. I highly reccomend this game. 10/10 Best Game Ever.. I do think this game is enjoyable, if even just
to waste time. There are certainly better games out there, and this is not one of those eye-popping good games. However its a
good game to play when your bored or just want to be evil. I am dissapointed with the lack of a good skirmish game.

If your looking for a game you can easilly spend 100+ hours on, dont buy this game. If your not strapped for cash and you just
wanna experiment and dabble around with different types of games this is a good one to check out.. Another classic from Pop
Cap where children and adults can participate. This game gets harder as you go (no joke) so it has a couple or so hours in it to
entertain you. 8/10 overall rating. This game was designed very addicting!. 9\/10

played it through long ago and now again for about the 3rd time, and its as good as i remembered. the end levels are unforgiving
though and most likely you wont have many lives left when you get there, so you'll spend time playing through the game many
times over learning the mechanics for them (and especially last boss fights). Great game with an interesting story.. Hectorino the
magnificent approves. Waste of money. does not work with my graphics.. Exclusively quickwitted & fast-paced.

There appears to be a significant difference in strength when it comes to factions in online play (some faction spells may be
considered as superior to others), otherwise it's all about reaction/solution to impending attacks from both ends (you and your
enemy).

Ranging from a 1 minute game to a whopping 15 minutes, these rounds of conquest move fast enough to clear at least 2 during
lunchbreak.

What to expect:

Expect to be challenged,
Expect to learn various strategies to end victorious
Expect a strange experience in cooperative gameplay with no form for communication with your teammate
Expect a puzzling campaign, with many boards to clear, all clearly different (with possible easy - medium - hard - (+core)
difficulties.

Enjoy a chance to give birth to warlord's spirit, and reforge your playstyle, ever improving!

Rating: 7/10 (price included in rating).

*art is cartoony and playful
*sound is pleasant, music is ok
*online community is very cold, but if you're lucky you get stuck with someone new on your friendlist
*the game is very active (many players online)
*you can only communicat with 4 facial expressions inside the game (cry, happy, angry.. forgot the last one).. hard for no reason
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